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Abstract8

In this work we present a method to efficiently collect scintillation light9

when using monolithic scintillator crystals. The acceptance angle of the10

scintillation light has been reduced by means of optical devices reducing the11

border effect which typically affects continuous crystals. We have applied this12

procedure on gamma detectors for PET systems using both position sensitive13

PMTs and arrays of SiPMs. In the case of using SiPMs, this approach also14

helps to reduce the photosensor active area.15

We evaluated the method using PMTs with a variety of different crystals16

with thicknesses ranging from 10 to 24 mm. We found that our design allows17

the use of crystal blocks with a thickness of up to 18 mm without degrading18

the spatial resolution caused by edge effects and without a significant detri-19

ment to the energy resolution. These results were compared with simulated20

data. The first results of monolithic LYSO crystals coupled to an array of21

256 SiPMs by means of individual optical light guides are also presented.22
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1. Introduction25

Most detector blocks used for γ-ray detection, especially for Positron26

Emission Tomography (PET), are primarily based on scintillation crystals27

and photosensors. The incoming radiation is commonly converted into scin-28

tillation light in order to be photodetected. There are basically two types of29

crystal configurations used for this purpose, namely pixelated and monolithic.30

Most commercial and academical PET systems are based on pixelated crys-31

tal designs. Regarding the photosensor technology, the options might also32

be divided in two groups. Most installed systems use Photomultiplier Tubes33

(PMTs) whereas in recent years, designs based on solid state technology are34

widely spread even in commercially available human devices (1,2).35

From the point of view of crystal type selection, a pixelated configuration36

allows an accurate photon impact determination for the planar impact posi-37

tion. Their resulting position accuracy strongly depends on the size of the38

individual pixel. In most of these approaches, every pixel is carefully treated.39

Their lateral and entrance faces are individually polished and covered with40

high efficiency reflectors in order to collect as much light as possible. Alter-41

natively to pixelated assemblies, the use of continuous scintillation crystals42

permits preservation of the spatial distribution of the scintillation light gen-43

erated for each γ-ray event (3–5). The light distribution can be reconstructed44

with a small number of statistical moments allowing for accurate planar, as45

well as also depth of interaction (DOI), photon impact information (6). This46

method permits simplification of the design of PET detectors in regards to47

the DOI information. However, such continuous crystals account for moder-48
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ate edge effects which significantly depend on the crystal thickness. We have49

previously showed that several configurations for crystal surface treatment50

(for instance black paint) can preserve the original scintillation light distri-51

bution (6). Nevertheless, for thick crystals these methods are not sufficient for52

an accurate determination of the photon impact within the crystal volume53

due to the strong border effect (7).54

A reduction of the acceptance angle (AA) of the scintillation photons55

would minimize edge effects when working with monolithic crystals. How-56

ever, a compromise with the amount of the transmitted light should be kept.57

Optical devices interfacing the scintillation crystal with the photosensor, such58

as the so-called faceplates (FPs) make possible to reduce the AA of the in-59

coming light (7).60

Figure 1: Example of the border effect present in detector blocks using a monolithic crystal

design. (a) Sketch of direct coupling between the crystal and an array of SiPMs. The

shadowed image represents the part of the distribution that would be absorbed, worsening

the impact position determination. (b) Sketch of a crystal and SiPMs array using light

guides as interface material. The use of certain light guides can reduce the acceptance

angle of the scintillation light, schematically depicted in this figure by reducing the cone

light angles. (c) Photograph of a crystal, light guides and SiPMs set-up.

Solid state photosensors are based avalanche photodiodes either working61
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in the proportional (APDs) or in the Geiger regimes most commonly named62

as Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs). APDs and SiPMs are almost unaffected63

by magnetic fields (8). In contrast to the majority of APDs, SiPMs are very64

fast and have high gain. SiPMs are also of great interest since they enable65

determination of the Time of Flight (TOF) of the 511 keV positron-electron66

annihilation photons (9). The proper use of SiPMs, meaning a satisfactory67

discrimination of signal time, could result in a time resolution better than68

100 ps (10). SiPMs feature a dark count rate (DC) that linearly increases69

with their active area size and could degrade the impinging photon position70

determination when using multiplexing read-out approaches (11).71

In this work we propose two approaches in order to use monolithic scin-72

tillator crystals for PET gamma detectors, based on PMTs and SiPMs, re-73

spectively. In the case of PSPMTs we will show the optimization of the74

light collection when reducing the AA by means of FPs. When working with75

SiPMs, in order to minimize the DC contribution, we have designed an array76

of SiPMs with a 1 mm2 detection area. Thus, to satisfy both requirements77

of small AA and small individual detection area, we have also proposed to78

use light guides to efficiently transfer the scintillation light to each SiPM (see79

Fig. 1).80

2. Materials and Methods81

We have modeled the effect of the scintillation light when transferred from82

the crystal to a photosensor array (PSPMT or SiPMs array) as a function83

of the AA. This work was carried out using Visual Basic programing lan-84

guage. A comparative study between simulated and experimental data using85
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PSPMT has been performed. We have also simulated the results when an86

array of smaller active area SiPMs are used.87

2.1. Simulation data88

The modeled scintillation crystal has a truncated pyramidal shape of89

48×48 mm2 and 40×40 mm2 for the large and small faces, respectively, and90

12 mm thickness. We have simulated the behavior of the scintillation photons91

produced by incident 511 keV γ-rays. We calculated the photon trajectories92

including their impact position on the photosensor planar region.93

Given the acceptance solid angle, the isotropical photon emission and the94

energy conservation, it is possible to determine the number of photons that95

will be emitted under such a solid angle as a consequence of the photon im-96

pact. The type of crystal we are considering is the so-called LYSO (Lutetium-97

Yttrium Oxyorthosilicate) which emits about 32000 photons/MeV at 420 nm98

wavelength. The refraction index nLY SO is equal to 1.82. The simulation also99

took into account that the quantum efficiency of the PSPMT for such light is100

25%. The n for the borosilicate window at the entrance face of the PSPMT101

is nPMT =1.49. The photons behave according to the Snell law when they102

change from one media to another characterized by the different refractive103

indexes.104

In our design we avoid internal reflections on the sides of the crystal by105

black painting them thus preserving the angular distribution of the scintilla-106

tion photons (5,6). Therefore, the simulated photons whose rays impact such107

faces are, to a first approximation, not taken into account for the center108

of mass determination of the light distribution. We are aware that this is109

a simplified approach to the scintillation light behavior. A more accurate110
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technique would require including effects like possible reflections of these111

photons due to the non total absorption of the paint or defects in the crystal112

face polishing.113

2.1.1. Monolithic crystals coupled to PSPMTs114

The simulated detection area is defined by 8×8 photodetectors (anodes)115

with individual dimensions of 6×6 mm2 each, called PADs. In particular, we116

modeled the PSPMT H8500 from the company Hamamatsu (12).117

We performed simulations by considering several crystal-photosensor in-118

terfaces with different AAs. We modeled a layer of 150 µm of optical grease119

with n ≈ 1.5 and the use of FPs which accurately define the AA by their120

numerical aperture. The FPs are blocks composed of thousands of small size121

optical fibers which are stacked together capable to transmit light from the122

entrance to the exit faces (7). Among other properties, the numerical aperture123

(NA) and the extra mural absorption (EMA) characterize these devices. The124

NA determines the maximum AA for a given refraction index of the fiber.125

In some cases, the FPs incorporate an attenuation material (EMA) which126

absorbs the light that does not enter the fiber and hits the fiber cladding or127

the light that escapes from the fiber.128

Since the crystal performs similarly in all the regions, we have only mod-129

eled one eighth of the crystal with a total of 15 emission locations in the XY130

plane separated by 5 mm at different crystal depths, detached 1 mm (see131

Fig. 2). In every of these positions, we considered 100 photons (511 keV).132

The XY positions are reconstructed by weighting the PAD signals:133
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Figure 2: Simulation data of the XY photon impact determination of γ-ray sources. 15

positions located at one eighth of the crystal (12 mm thick) and separated by 5 mm each

have been considered. The data was independently collected at different crystal depths

(Zi, i=0. . .11) in steps of 1 mm, represented by the distinct colors and shapes in the plots.

In each of these positions, we considered 100 photons (511 keV). (a) Plot of results when

using optical grease as coupling media between the crystal and the photosensor. (b) Same

as before but using a faceplate with AA=33.3◦ as coupling media. (c) Same as before but

using a faceplate with AA=18.6◦ as coupling media. (d) Sketch of the LYSO crystal and

the axis directions.

X =

∑8
i=1 xi · ni
∑8

i=1 ni

, Y =

∑8
i=1 yi · ni
∑8

i=1 ni

, (1)

where ni, xi and yi are the number of collected scintillation photons, the134
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X and Y coordinate center positions for the i PAD, respectively. Figure 2135

depicts the reconstructed XY positions as a function of different Z photon136

impacts. Three coupling cases namely, optical grease (AAg ≈ 55◦), a face-137

plate with AA=33.3◦ and a faceplate with AA=18.6◦ respect to the normal,138

have been considered in this example. The maps depicted in Fig. 2 clearly139

show that the border effect is reduced when decreasing the AA, being almost140

negligible for the case of the FP with AA=18.6◦. However, due to the strong141

constraint on the AA, when the event takes place very close to the exit face142

of the scintillator (the largest face with dimensions of 50×50 mm2), the gen-143

erated scintillation photons only reach one PAD and possibly its neighbors144

bringing on the consequent ”PAD effect”. The PAD centers are located at145

X and Y equal to 3, 9, 15 and 21 mm.146

Figure 3 shows the resulting projections for the row Y = 0 when con-147

sidering optical grease and 3 distinct FPs (AAs=8.8◦, 18.6◦ and 33.3◦) as148

coupling. These profiles also include the gamma ray penetration probability149

within the crystal. For AA=8.8◦, is easily distinguishable that almost all150

events are assigned to a unique coordinate corresponding to the center PAD.151

The other three examples correspond to the projections of Fig. 2. In order to152

avoid scintillation light impinging only on one PAD, FPs with very small AA153

(<10◦) were not considered further since they will cause very poor spatial154

resolution, especially for 511 keV photon impacts near the exit face of the155

crystal block.156

Instead of a point-like gamma-ray source we simulate the lateral distri-157

bution of a Gaussian function with a σ = 1.25 mm because we compare our158

simulations with experimental data obtained with a collimated source having159
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Figure 3: Simulation data for Y=0 including the summed results for Z=0 to 11 as a

function of different AAs. a), b) and c) are projections of the data shown in Fig. 2. d)

represent the projection for AA=8.8◦ showing the PAD effect.

similar lateral characteristics. As will be detailed below, a collimator made160

out of Tungsten with drilled holes of 1.2 mm in diameter was used during the161

experiments, ensuring a perpendicular incidence of the γ-rays to the crystal162

entrance face. This degree of freedom also relates to a possible spread of163

the 511 keV photons when they exit the collimator and before impacting the164

crystal surface. The refined modeling eliminated the spikes for cases in which165

a small AA is simulated (see Fig. 4).166
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In addition to a finite lateral distribution of the emitted γ-rays, we also167

allowed for a fraction of the scintillation photons (app. 25%) to internally168

reflect off the sides of the crystal. Figure 4 shows the results of these simu-169

lations for a sequence of different crystal thicknesses all coupled by means of170

optical grease to the H8500 PSPMT. These data include both the Gaussian171

spread of γ-ray photons at the crystal entrance and reflections of scintillation172

photons off the side walls.173

Figure 4: Simulation data for Y=0 including a Gaussian distribution of gamma rays and

internal crystal reflections, using optical grease (AAg ≈ 55◦) as coupling media between

crystal and PSPMT. The LYSO thicknesses vary from 24 (top) to 12 mm (bottom).
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2.1.2. Monolithic crystals coupled to SiPMs174

We also modeled the distribution of scintillation light when the crystal is175

coupled to an array of SiPMs by means of optical light guides. These guides176

are optical concentrators which, funnel the light from a larger entrance area177

into a smaller output area at the expense of a reduced acceptance angle.178

They work as total internal reflection (TIR) devices. They are not metalized179

since they are more efficient when working as TIR (13). The AA generated180

by these devices is app. 16◦. The selected SiPM devices have an active area181

of 1×1 mm2. The light concentrators also have an exit squared section of182

1×1 mm2 while the entrance one is of 3×3 mm2. Thus, we considered in the183

new model analogue photosensor PADs of 3×3 mm2 whose centers along a184

line were at 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, 13.5, 16.5, 19.5 and 22.5 mm, respectively.185

In Fig. 5 we have plotted the simulation results for a variety of crystal186

thicknesses when they are coupled to SiPMs by means of optical concen-187

trators. These data do not include the γ-rays spread and internal photon188

reflections. We observe that the edge effect is considerably minimized even189

for crystals as thick as 24 mm. For a crystal thickness lower than 15 mm,190

since the geometrical lateral angle is also smaller than the AA of the light191

guidance elements, there is almost a negligible border effect. Nevertheless,192

we found some data concentrations at the PAD centers even for the 21 mm193

thick crystal. It must be noted that this effect is slightly higher than the194

one observed for a crystal of 15 mm thickness and photosensors of 6×6 mm2
195

(PSPMT case).196
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Figure 5: Simulation data for Y=0 for different crystal varying from 10 (bottom profile)

to 24 mm thicknesses (top profile) coupled to an array of SiPMs by optical concentrators.

2.2. Experimental data197

The experimental data was taken using a variety of different scintillation198

LYSO crystals with thicknesses ranging from 10 to 24 mm. An array of199

well known positioned 81 22Na sources was used to study light position and200

energy. The center-to-center source distance was 5 mm. The total activity201

of the array was about 5 µCi. The 1 mm2 extended sources were collimated202

by means of the Tungsten block (24 mm thick) with drilled holes of 1.2 mm203

in diameter.204
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2.2.1. Acquisitions based on PSPMTs205

Two opposite detector blocks formed by a PSPMT H8500 from Hama-206

matsu. The signals of the two detector blocks were fed into a DAQ system207

composed of a Trigger and two Analogue to Digital Converters (ADC) mod-208

ules. The last dynode signal of every PSPMT was injected into the Trig-209

ger requiring a coincidence within a 5 ns time window. These coincidences210

triggered the digitalization of 4 multiplexed signals enabling the X and Y211

location of the photon impact coordinate (3,7). As in the case of the simula-212

tion, different coupling media were used to test the edge effect and energy213

resolution of the system.214

The effect of image compression due to an increase of the crystal thickness215

was already reported in a previous study (7). In the current work we perform216

an exhaustive analysis of both the energy resolution and the compression ef-217

fect, as a function of different AAs. As an example of this effect, a sequence of218

images for two different crystal thicknesses using three distinct AAs is shown219

in Fig. 6. Every image depicts the central row of the Na array containing,220

therefore, 9 sources. The profiles were fitted to a multi-Gaussian distribu-221

tion. The angular acceptance was 33.3◦ (FP47A or air), 18.6◦ (FP75C) and222

54.6◦ (Grease). Note that FP47A and FP75C are the faceplate codes used223

by the provider Schott (14). In this figure we observe that the border effect224

reduces when decreasing the AA, although it does not properly work for the225

FP75C. As we stated in a previous work (7), this is caused by the fact that the226

FP75C does not incorporate EMA and, therefore, a certain amount of light227

passes through the optical fibers increasing the AA from 18.6◦ to something228

around 45±5◦.229
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Figure 6: Examples of 9 22Na sources equally spaced by 5 mm for two crystal thicknesses

(12 mm and 15 mm, left and right, respectively) and as a function of different coupling

media. The AA for Grease and FP47A is 54.6◦ and 33.3◦, respectively. Concerning the

AA for the FP75C see the text.

In order to evaluate the degree of compression caused by the different230

coupling media and the crystal thickness, we have plotted the difference231

between separated centers of the measured profiles. In particular, as shown232

in Fig. 7, we have depicted the difference between the two next to last peaks233

(labeled as xc2 and xc8 in Fig. 6, respectively) with respect to the central234

one denoted as xc5 .235

The plots depicted in Fig. 7 show that the distance from the xc5 to the236

xc2 and xc8 centroids increases with the AA, as it was expected. We can237

observe that the edge effect generates a strong compression of the peaks for238

thick crystals when using optical grease as coupling media. In these cases, we239

notice that only below 15 mm thickness is there an almost linear dependency.240

For the case of the FP47A (33.3◦), we can see a longer linear behavior up to241
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Figure 7: Image compression effect measured through peak differences as a function of the

crystal thickness and AA.

at least 18 mm thickness.242

We also studied the energy resolution of the detector block as a function of243

different crystal thicknesses and AAs. For these measurements we considered244

a region of interest around the central 22Na source of the array. Such a small245

area reduces the contributions of several PADs with different gains to the final246

energy resolution. During the analysis we observed the 511 keV annihilation247

peak but also the 1.274 MeV gamma ray characteristic of the 22Na. The248

linearity of the system was determined and validated by determining the ratio249

of both peak positions at 2.52±0.09 (theoretical value 2.49). We fitted the250

511 keV photopeak to a custom function defined by a Gaussian distribution251

on top of a tilted background. The energy resolution is given by the ratio of252

the FWHM to the energy centroid.253

In Fig. 8 left we have plotted the energy resolution as a function of the254
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Figure 8: Energy resolution as a function of the crystal thickness (left) and of the AA

(right). Note that the label 75A refers to the FP with AA≈18.6◦, see Fig. 2. The data

surrounded in the left figure with a dashed-line ellipsoid was acquired with crystals supplied

by Saint Gobain, others were supplied by Hilger Crystals. The legend on the right graph

differentiates for crystals supplied by Saint Gobain (SG) or Hilger Crystals (H). Since the

exact AA for the data collected with the FP75C is unknown (see text for details), they

are not connected by lines with the results obtained with the other configurations.

crystal thickness and for the various coupling media. We could state that the255

energy resolution shows no dependency with the crystal thickness but on AA,256

as expected. The difference between the results for the FP75C and FP75A257

are a consequence of the above mentioned missing EMA on the FP75C.258

Fig. 8 right shows the results for the energy resolution as a function of the259

different coupling media (AA) and for a variety of the crystal thicknesses. We260

observe that the lower the AA is, the worse the energy resolution becomes.261

This occurs since the amount of transferred light reduces along with the AA,262

directly translating into a poor energy resolution. Although the AA for the263
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results obtained with the FP75C have been assigned to an AA=18.6◦, the264

experiment confirms that the missing EMA produces an effective AA larger265

than 18.6◦.266

2.2.2. SiPM data267

The results previously described were acquired with sensor blocks con-268

taining a PSPMT as photosensor and using FPs or optical grease as coupling269

media between the crystal and the photosensor. Preliminary experimental270

data was obtained when using an array of light guides mounted in between271

the scintillator and an assembly of SiPMs. The optical manufacturing design272

of the light guide was optimized using the ZEMAX program that is based on273

light propagation within the crystal and guides. An optimal configuration274

that represents a balance between light detection efficiency (70%) and cross-275

talk (12 dB) between channels was found. This configuration has already276

been implemented by developing a special cast for an array of 8 light guides277

using PMMA as material. A final matrix of 256 light guides is built by gluing278

32 of those arrays together with the help of a plastic grid (see Fig. 1c). An279

array of 16x16 SiPMs was mounted to the back of a scintillator interfacing280

256 light guides in between. The crystal has dimensions of 40×40 mm2 and281

50×50 mm2 for the entrance and exit faces, respectively, and a thickness of282

12 mm. We use four Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) capable283

of reading 64 SiPMs each (15). Since all SiPMs were connected to the same284

power supply, they exhibit a significant gain difference among them which285

was compensated for by the ASIC programming (16).286
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3. Comparison and discussion287

We first compared the simulated and real data using the PSPMT as288

photosensor. In terms of image compression and spatial resolution, Fig. 9289

shows a comparative projection between the experimentally measured and290

the simulated data, for a crystal of 10 mm thickness coupled by means of291

optical grease. As previously described, these profiles depict a row of nine292

22Na sources. The simulation, which included the γ-rays spread and the293

internal reflection tends to better resolve the edge sources. These data also294

show a better signal to background ratio.295

Figure 9: Comparison between experimental and simulated data for an array of nine 22Na

sources, using optical grease to couple the scintillator crystal and the PSPMT. The crystal

thickness was 10 mm.

When comparing the data using SiPMs as photosensors, there is a lower296

correlation between experimental and simulated data. Figure 10 shows on297

the top, experimental profiles acquired with the 256 SiPMs array and light298

guides and, on the bottom, the simulated data under similar conditions. The299

modeled data included, as in the case of the PSPMTs, a γ-ray spread of300
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σ=1.25 and a percentage of reflections in the absorbent faces. In these tests301

we used single 22Na sources (1 mm in diameter) moved in steps of 5 mm.302

We observe a quite low spatial resolution of the experimental data when303

compared to the simulation. A compression effect of the experimental data304

is observed. This could be explained if we consider that the theoretical AA305

value of 16◦ was not achieved in our experimental set-up, being larger than306

this. However, independently of the percentage of reflections considered, we307

have not observed this effect in our simulations. Since the model did not308

take into account pure SiPM effects such as crosstalk between SiPMs or the309

read out electronics, this could have caused the discrepancy between the310

experimental and the modeled data.311

The energy resolution obtained with this set-up has a value of 41±2% at312

the 511 keV photopeak. Indeed, following the curve obtained in Fig. 8 left,313

the current result matches well with that distribution considering that the314

AA for the light guides is 16◦.315

The experimental comparison between the case of using SiPMs with an316

AA=16◦ (see Fig. 10 top) and a PSPMT (see Fig. 6 left) suggests that due317

to the reduced AA of the light guides, there is poor collection of light by the318

SiPMs array. Therefore, both the energy and spatial resolutions are strongly319

affected. This AA implies that for a crystal thickness of 12 mm, the generated320

2D light cone for γ-rays interacting just on the entrance face will cover only321

approximately 7 mm. Moreover, the 511 keV rays impinging normally to the322

entrance face will, on average, interact at about 5 mm depth (17). For this323

reason in most cases only one single light guide is illuminated, and therefore,324

only a single SiPM. This results in the poor spatial resolution measured for325
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Figure 10: Comparison between experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) data for five

22Na sources, using the light guides as coupling media between the scintillator and an

array of SiPM. The crystal thickness was 12 mm.

this crystal thickness.326

4. Conclusions327

In this paper we have shown the possibility of modeling the scintillation328

light within a crystal and its transfer to the photosensor applying acceptance329

angular restrictions. SiPM detectors are currently being studied in order to330

replace PMT technology due to its performance, especially related to time331

resolution and magnetic field compatibility. The presented data has been332

compared with experimental measures under similar and controlled condi-333

tions. Both simulation and experimental data were obtained for a large334
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variety of crystal thicknesses and different angular constraints. It is possible335

to avoid the border effect by reducing the AA as was demonstrated. How-336

ever, when a very small AA is selected, most of the light is collected only337

by a single photosensor which increases the PAD effect. A balance between338

border and PAD effects must be found.339

The study can be divided in two groups; the data simulated and ac-340

quired for a PSPMT as photosensor and those obtained when an array of341

SiPMs is used. In general, there is a close correlation between the simu-342

lated and measured data when considering the PSPMT in the sensor block,343

especially when internal reflections within the crystal are considered. This344

study clearly showed that the collected statistics strongly depended on AA345

reduction, worsening both spatial and energy resolutions, as was expected.346

In case of using PSPMT as a photosensor, we have demonstrated that it is347

possible to increase the crystal thickness of the detector block without in-348

creasing the border effect. This can be achieved using a FP as a coupling349

device between the scintillator and the PSPMT with an AA of about 33◦,350

without a significant detriment to the energy resolution.351

When the array of SiPMs with reduced effective detection area was con-352

sidered, the data correlated well with the expected energy resolution (see353

Figs. 10c and 8), but poorly in terms of spatial resolution. Nevertheless,354

we expect that even for a thick crystal of about 24 mm, the number of im-355

pacted SiPMs could not be enough to obtain satisfactory spatial resolution.356

To solve this behavior, we intend to reduce the concentration power of the357

light guides, meaning the use of a smaller entrance area. This will permit358

the increase of the AA angle but also the number of illuminated SiPMs.359
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In contrast to these expected improvements, we will also increase the DC360

rates. Here, current manufacturing technologies have considerably improved361

to reduce the total DC rates.362
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